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POLICY

Vacation/Leave from services other than those of a resident’s home program (department) will be taken in proportion to the amount of resident coverage provided by each training program.

PURPOSE

This proportionality rule is created so that an undue amount of vacation time may not be taken from any one hospital or service but is prorated equally for each program. If possible, vacation should be scheduled during elective blocks. All vacation/leave requests are subject to the approval of the “home” Program Director and of the Program Director of the service on which the resident is rotating.

PROCEDURE

As an example: If residents from one department (a) have 12 months of rotations on service of another department (b) this would be equal to "one contract year" thus that department (a) would have vacation time equal to the current contract stipulations for one year. PG-1 = 3 weeks, PG-2 = 4 weeks.

If residents spend a portion of a year on another department’s services, then vacation time should be equal to that portion, i.e.: 6 months of service = one-half of vacation allotted for year
4 months of service = one-third of vacation allotted for year

Vacation time may not be carried over/accumulate into the next academic year or be borrowed from the upcoming academic year.
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Note: The printed copy of this policy may not be the most current version; therefore, please refer to the policy website (http://utoledo.edu/policies/) for the most current copy.